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THE TIMES OF INDIA, MUMBAI * MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2013



IIT profs call cell tower rules safe, doctors advise caution Chittaranjan Tembhekar & Pratibha Masand TNN



Mumbai: Twenty-five professors and researchers mainly from the IITs working in the field of telecommunications have written an open letter to the Centre, stating that the country’s cellphone tower radiation norms are among the safest in the world and there is no reason to change them. But doctors and social activists say that cell tower radiation causes a range of health problems, from headache to memory loss to cancer, and demand stringent monitoring of radiation levels. In their letter to the Union ministry of communications and information technology, headed by Kapil Sibal, the professors have urged the government to avoid making ad-hoc decisions on restricting cell tower locations—so long as these meet existing guidelines—to avoid creating panic among people. The letter says there is “no further knowledge available” to warrant a change in cell tower safety recommendations. The professors—drawn from IIT Bombay, Hyderabad, Madras, Delhi, Mandi and Kanpur, and IISc, Bangalore—discussed the issue internally before putting down their views on paper. All have worked in telecom research for 5-35 years But Dr Ashish Mehta, a spinal and neurological surgeon with Breach Candy and Saifee hospitals, said, “Everyday gadgets give transitory stimulus. For instance, one does not stand before a microwave for 24 hours a day, so cells get a chance to repair themselves. It is when electromagnetic radiation is allowed to continuously bombard a cell that there is a problem. Cellphones have



MOBILE RADIATION’S EFFECT ON HUMANS IIT PROFESSORS



DOCTORS ➤ Cell tower radiation is believed to trigger various cancers



safety recommendations for cellphone emissions



➤ Emissions from cell towers and cellphones are non-ionising electromagnetic radiations



➤ The International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) has set safety limits that are sufficient to protect everyone from children to adults



➤ Unlike ionising radiation such as X and gamma rays, non-ionising radiation cannot break chemical bonds in human body cells and so cannot cause cancer through mutation



➤ Affects melatonin levels, increasing the risk of cancer; melatonin is a powerful antioxidant



➤ ICNIRP limits are recommended by the WHO and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)



➤ As for an increase in body heat due to radiation absorption, blood circulation in the brain is capable of disposing of excess heat through increased local flow



➤ Cell tower radiation limits adopted by the government are a tenth of the ICNIRP recommendations, which makes India one of the safest countries



➤ No further knowledge is available to warrant a change in



Cellphone emissions don’t have enough energy to cause a mutation in human DNA. Radiation from sun rays is 1,000 W/m2, which is 10,000 times more than that of cell tower radiation and is still harmless DR VASANT NATARAJAN OF IISC, BANGALORE, AS QUOTED BY IIT PROFESSORS



➤ Increases the risk of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases; radiation damages the blood-brain barrier, harming brain cells ➤ Is believed to cause DNA damage and mutation ➤ Leads to impotency ➤ Increases fatigue, sleeplessness and restlessness ➤ Causes skin diseases



IIT PROFESSORS’ RECOMMENDATION ➤ The government should carefully avoid temporary restrictions on cell tower locations, so long as they meet guidelines, to avoid causing panic among people ➤ The government should create a database of studies on the health implications of cell tower radiation and make it accessible to the public



revolutionized the communication paradigm; though cells have an automatic repair system, when there is a disparity between damage and repair, it becomes hazardous.”



Manoj Londhe, a member of the Mobile Tower Grievances Forum, said, “International studies show that cell tower radiations may not only be capable of causing cancer, but also



cause neurotic disorders like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. Most of all, prolonged exposure to radiation may cause DNA mutations and thus are most dangerous to foetuses.”



Contractors to lay pipes under road Bhavika Jain



TNN



Mumbai: With an aim to build better roads, the BMC will include new conditions in tenders for road contractors. One of the new conditions is that contractors who make new asphalt will have to lay pipes under the road at an interval of 100 metres with openings



CRATER MUMBAI on the upper surface of the road so that in case a utility owner needs to lay underground lines, he need not dig the road, he can pass the new lines through these openings under the road. Currently, the BMC follows



HOW IT WILL HELP Asphalt contractors will have to lay pipes under the road at 100 metres to ensure that the utility owners can pass new lines through these ducts BENEFIT | This will reduce trenching on newly constructed roads and maintain quality The BMC will stipulate a roughness index. The contractor will be paid only after the roughness index is achieved this practice while constructing new cement concrete roads. The BMC is trying this method as every year over 400 km of roads are dug by utility owners damaging the road surface due to poor refilling of roads. “Most of the damage caused due to trenching is to asphalt roads, so we will make laying of these pipes mandatory



TNN



Mumbai: Stung by repeated instances of attacks on woman commuters, the Railway Protection Force (RPF) has identified vulnerable stretches on Western Railway (WR). Most of these locations are in south and central Mumbai. The RPF will be cracking down on drug addicts and beggars in these stretches. “The most sensitive stretch identified in the survey is the Marine Lines-Mumbai Central belt. Maximum deployment of RPF personnel is being made here. After that comes the stretch between Mahalaxmi and Dadar,” a senior official said. “Office-goers throng the Mahalaxmi to Dadar belt during weekdays. But the belt is not as crowded on Sundays and public holidays,” the official added.For its “zero tolerance” drive, train ticket examiners have been roped in. “We want to ensure that not a single drug addict or beggar is present at the stretches ranked most sensitive. We do not want woman commuters to feel unsafe,” said senior RPF divisional security commissioner (WR) Rajendra Rupnawar. Nearly 1,500 drug addicts and beggars were rounded up by the Government Railway Police on WR and CR lines after a US national was mugged recently. RPF’s woman squads have been interacting with female commuters on WR and briefing them about the helplines and how it is necessary for them to intervene in case a co-passenger is in distress. “We are facing an urgent personnel crisis,” an RPF



BENEFIT | Road surface will be better Increasing performance guarantee deposits for the contractors who bid lower than the base price BENEFIT | Contractors will refrain from bidding low. Even if they do, they will have to deliver quality as more money is at stake



for the contractors even for asphalt roads. This will reduce trenching to some extent,” said additional municipal commissioner, SVR Srinivas. Another change is the introduction of roughness index. The BMC will stipulate a roughness index that the contractor has to achieve and only if that is achieved will the pay-



‘Stretches in SoBo, central Mumbai most unsafe on WR’ Nitasha Natu
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TIMES CITY GLITTERING SOUVENIRS



Uma Kadam



From P 1



wo of my helicopter partners live in Juhu, two in south Mumbai. The helicopter picks up the suburban passengers from Juhu airport around 7.15am. They reach Mahalaxmi helipad by 7.30am where we three board and by the time we are done with sharing nuts, munchies we have landed at the private helipad in Vapi and its only 8.20am,” said Verma. From there, in 10 minutes he is at his chemical unit. The trip costs each passenger Rs 40,000 but it saves them Mumbai’s traffic and seven hours per return trip. Given that these entrepreneurs make the factory trip at least once a week, substituting car with a helicopter pool works out to Rs 19 lakh/passenger for twelve months and a saving of 336 hours or 14 days per year. “Helicopter pool is value for money as now I get to spend six to seven hours in the factory per visit, when earlier I hardly got 2-3 hours. So I have cut down the frequency of visits by half, to two times a month,” said Verma. Savings are bigger for Arun Sanghi (name changed), who owns a pharmaceutical manufacturing unit in Boisar, an industrial zone in Thane, as his flying time is less. His pool works out to Rs 20,000 per return trip. He and his brother travel from their Juhu home to their factory twice a week, and its only once in 7-10 days that they do the pool. “It works out to Rs 6-7 lakh per annum and we are a Rs 300 crore company, we can afford it. it is not even a capital expense,” says Sanghi. “There is this aura around the use of private aircraft, but from utility perspective, spending for directors Rs 7 lakh each a year is not much,” he added. But that is the mental block that many found hard to navigate. “Our target customer was anyone with a factory in a remote location, aged between 35-45, with a business volume of Rs 50-100 crore, we did not go for the ultra rich,” says Rajiv Wadhwa, CEO, Baron Luxury and Lifestyles, the company which in co-ordination with licensed aircraft charter operators has been providing helicopters for pool for a year now. They had problems selling the concept of flying to work to many entrepreneurs. Capt Uday Gelli of Rotor Wing Society of India said: “The helicopter pool concept was tried in the past too, but failed as it was not possible to co-ordinate and synchronise passengers’ schedules.” The current experiment seems to have worked so far as Verma pointed out that all were factory owners and so they make their own schedules.
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BULLION RUSH: Gold donated to Lalbaugcha Raja will be auctioned between September 24 and 26



Cops suspect IM bomber may flee to Pak or UAE Vijay V Singh



TNN



Mumbai: Indian Mujahideen operative Afzal Usmani could try to make his way to Pakistan or the United Arab Emirates, say cops. Usmani (37) walked out of a court building in south Mumbai on Friday afternoon and took a taxi after hoodwinking the policemen who had brought him there.



He was arrested in 2008 for stealing cars and helping plant bombs in them in Ahmedabad for serial blasts that killed 56. An alert has been sounded at airports across the country and border areas.



REWARD FOR INFO The government has decided to reward people providing information on Usmani. Meanwhile, the Navi Mumbai police may try to re-enact the escape. “There is a possibility of recreating the escape before



19-year-old tries to kidnap toddler, held Mumbai: The Chunabhatti police on Sunday arrested a 19-year-old girl, Jubeida Khatoon, for allegedly trying to kidnap a one-and-a-half-year-old boy. Three more persons have been detained in connection with the incident. “Khatoon was trying to escape with the child when she was caught by locals and handed over to us,” said a police officer. The incident occurred around 3.30pm on Sunday. TNN



fixing blame on the police personnel guarding the IM operative,” a senior home department official told TOI on Sunday. The home department has asked Navi Mumbai deputy commissioner (traffic) Vijay Patil to conduct a preliminary inquiry and submit a report in seven days. Usmani was last seen at an eatery near the building where sleuths say bombs for the 11/7 trains blasts in the city were assembled. He took Rs 600 from the eatery owner and disappeared.
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CRACKDOWN ON MISCREANTS RPF CAMPAIGN



ment be made to him. “We will measure the roughness index of roads that are completed, if the surface is rougher than the index, the contractor will have to do the work again. Unless the surface quality matches our standards, he will not be paid,” said an official from the roads department. Meanwhile, another change the BMC has planned as promised to the high court is to increase the performance guarantee deposits for contractors who bid lower than the base price set by the BMC. Currently, the performance guarantee deposits paid by contractors are 3% of the total contract amount. This will be increased to 10% for contractors who bid 15 % to 20 % less and 20% for those bidding lower than 20%.
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➤ At sensitive stretches, beggars and drug addicts will not be allowed to remain on station area premises ➤ Train ticket examiners will be enlisted for enforcement



WR’S SENSITIVE STRETCHES ➤ Marine Lines-Mumbai Central ➤ Mahalaxmi-Dadar



WOMEN UNDER ATTACK US national Michelle Marks (24) is mugged by a drug addict between Marine Lines and Charni Road stations. Rajkumar Tiwari (31) is nabbed in connection with assault



Aug



18



A nurse is molested in a 5.41am local at Mahalaxmi after GRP escort missed train. Commuters catch assailant



July



27



Acid is flung at Delhi native Preeti Rathi after she alights at Bandra Terminus. Rathi succumbs to injuries after month. Pawankumar Gehlaun is arrested and later secures bail



May



2



official pointed out. “In order to guard areas outside each ladies compartment on platforms between Churchgate to Virar, we need 765 men in a single shift, assuming that only 12-coach rakes ply,” he added.
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MUMBAI: AUTOMOTIVE (Norul) 66143900-99/9769206070. SK WHEELS (Turbhe) 27625111. EXCELLAUTOVISTA(Kharghar) 022-65 999111. THANE: FORTPOINT 4079111. NAVNIT 25457400. SPECTRA 61288888. PARAMOUNT WHEEL 42933933. 9004933933. SAl SERVICE (Vasai) 0250-3262604/05. S K WHEELS (Bhiwandi) 02522 655000, 9930137999. ULHAS NAGAR: PRAKASH AUTO 09323444000. RATNAGIRI: JAGRUT 229901, PANVEL: SIMRAN MOTORS 022-27462605. GOA: GOA: CHOWGULE (Kampal) 2433003, (M a pu sa) (0832)2258006 , (Fatorda) 0832-2749108. SAl SERVICE (Verna) 2883000, (rlasco) 2526000, (Porvorim) 2419200. ARYAMAN SAl GOA 2746700, 9545457499. Terms and Conditions apply. All offers brought to you by Maruti Suzuk dealers. Finance scheme available from KMPL (Kotak Mahindra Prime Ltd.). 100% on road funding for Central, State Government and select corporate emp oyees. 100% ex-showroon funding for all otbercustomers. Finance at the sole discretion of finance partner. Offer nay vary from city to city and variant variant to variant for all rnodernodells. Total savings s. include Consumer Offer * Exchange Offer. Consumer Offerand Exchange Offer mentioned are applicable in Murnbai for Ritz Diesel variants. Exchange Offervalid at Maruti Suzuki True Value Ouflets only. Offer valid till stock last. Offer and benefts valid till 30 September 201 . Accessories shown may not be part of standard equipment. For more details, contact your nearest Maruti Suzuki dealers.
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